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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Linda Baddeley

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The new boundaries for our area of Birmingham are a nonsense! Previously in Handsworth, the
last boundary change put
where I live, into Lozells and East Handsworth.
With the recommended change, my Handsworth address will be in Lozells. To quote the
reasoning behind this, 'During the consultation on warding arrangements we received eight
submissions that commented on the Handsworth area including four detailed proposals for this
part of the city. Having considered the evidence received we have based our Handsworth ward
on a combination of the proposals that were made. We consider that our single-member
Handsworth ward uses very clear boundaries and reflects community identity.' I cannot believe
that any submissions suggested that 'East Handsworth' be combined with Lozells, which
Handsworth residents do not identify with. The 'very clear boundaries' mentioned divide
Handsworth park in two, with half the park in Handsworth and the other half in Lozells, which.
frankly, is crazy, and has serious implications for the management and future of the park! The
rationale for the new Lozells ward is that 'This ward comprises the Lozells community'. No, it
doesn't! I and my neighbours are not part of the Lozells community; we are part of the
Handsworth community. There were 9 submissions from the Lozells area, but no mention is
made of those submissions being taken into account when deciding the new boundaries. I doubt
that any of those 9 submissions mentioned moving 'East Handsworth' into Lozells. As suggested
by John Clancy, the process should 'go back to the drawing board'. Literally!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6899
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Neil Baggett

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
My wife and I have lived at
Moseley for many years. We believe from your map
that we will still reside in the proposed Moseley ward. We strongly object to the proposed
division of what we understand as Moseley. We believe that the planned exclusion of Moseley
centre, Moseley Parish church, Moseley Park and Pool,the Moseley Exchange, andMoseley Hall
hospital from Moseley ward to be nonsensical. We are members of the Moseley Society and fully
support the objections in their submission.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7669

11/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:28
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Commission Proposed Changes To Erdington

From: Emma Bagnall
Sent: 07 February 2016 21:27
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Commission Proposed Changes To Erdington

Dear Sirs,
I am against the proposed boundary changes which will result in breaking up of the
erdington community.
One of the reasons i moved here with my wife in 2005 was to continue to enjoy the community
and facilities and historic importance of "erdington".
I do not want to be part of Short Heath as do not believe the residents share the same beliefs as
people who live in erdington.
As a professional accountant i am vehemently opposed to these changes.

Regards
Craig Bagnall
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Emma Bagnall

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am a
year old married homeowner currently in Erdington ward and am extremely unhappy
about being moved into short heath. I have lived in Erdington most of my life, most of my
family still live here. I cannot believe that historic parts of Erdington will be moved out of
Erdington following these proposals. I mean how can Erdington abbey be in short Heath or
Stockland Green. Who has found this to be a justifiable decision ?? I feel that the members of
short Heath ward will not hold the same values as me and therefore I will not be represented
properly by the councillor for this area. I fear that my house value will be affected also. You
may say there is no proof of this but there is also no proof that it won't. I feel that by making
this change you are destroying the historic community of Erdington unjustifiably. I am hoping
that the council will rethink this plan. Yours faithfully Mrs Emma Bagnall

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7652
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Leslie Bagnall

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in
Hall Green since 1980 and have tried to be actively involved in
local community activity. My objection to the LGBC proposal is the naming of the new ward as
Tyseley. Tyseley is a declining industrial site with very little connection to the aspirations of the
residents of the new ward. Unfortunately the siting of the Tip & incinerator at Tyseley make
this a non starter as a name. Local people wish Hall Green to remain within the name of the
new ward. for example Hall Green North ( the proposed Hall green north becoming Hall green
central) Hall Green-Sarehole mill , Hall Green-Springfield, Hall Green- Coleside, Hall Green-Shire
Park, Hall Green- Hancock, Hall Green-Tolkien...I could go on ! Give the residents of the new
ward a say by a multichoice ballot.. that would be real local democracy in action. PS Tyseley as
located on my Birmingham A to Z is nowhere to be found in the proposed new ward area

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7296

04/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:21
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Birmingham
prop c bailey n.png; prop s bailey n.png; b n prop bailey n.png

From: Adrian Bailey
Sent: 08 February 2016 10:23
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham

1. Having small and single‐member wards is unsatisfactory because it makes the council less democratic
and less accountable. Apart from a minority of marginal wards, under the proposed system there will be a
tendency for a particular ward to elect a councillor from the same party for an extended period of time,
perhaps decades, even though a substantial number of people in the district may support other parties.
Also, there is inherently a lack of fairness in a system where there is a mixture of ward sizes, since the
nature of representation varies across the city. Either the current system of 3‐member wards and rolling
elections should be retained, or the council should adopt a system of proportional representation.
2. Some comments about naming of wards.
a. Generally, the commission should avoid giving a ward the name of a district if the ward only contains
part of that district.
Handsworth is a large part of north‐west Birmingham. A more suitable name for your proposed
"Handsworth" ward would be "Handsworth Park".
Birchfield and Aston wards both use main roads as boundaries, splitting off part of the district into the
neighbouring ward. (Part of Birchfield is in your Aston ward, and part of Aston is in your Nechells ward.)
Therefore, more suitable names would be "West Birchfield" and "Aston Hall".
Your proposed "Moseley" ward should be named "East Moseley", or, more sensibly, the southern part of
your "Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill" ward should be combined with it to make a Moseley ward that better
fits the name.
Your proposed "Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill" ward only includes the west of Balsall Heath. Therefore it
should be called "West Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill", or "West Balsall Heath" if the southern part is
transferred to Moseley. But it would be better if the rest of Balsall Heath was transferred from your
Sparkbrook ward to make a Balsall Heath ward.
Heartlands is a designation for a large part of east central Birmingham. You might consider naming your
"Heartlands" ward "Little Bromwich" instead.
b. Generally, the commission should avoid giving a ward the name of a district if the ward also contains
(parts of) other districts.
1

Winson Green is only a part of the area included in your "Winson Green" ward. It would be better if
Winson Green was a single‐member ward, with the Jewellery Quarter and the parts of Handsworth (north
of the railway) in other wards. See my previous submission.
http://www.lgbce.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/26543/Birmingham‐combined‐local‐residents‐A‐I‐
2015‐10‐15.pdf
3. I sent you maps of my previous submission but they were not included in the published submissions.
Please include them as part of this submission, in order to show where I think boundaries might lie in some
of the cases mentioned in this submission.
Adrian Bailey
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Jane Bailey

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I'm sure many people will have written to you on this subject! My family moved to Moseley
from Edgbaston when I was 4 years old (
years ago). I care very much about this very
special area, which is a thriving community, with Moseley Forum, The Moseley Society, Moseley
in Bloom, Susmo (Sustainable Moseley) and many other societies caring for the 'Village' and
surrounding area. New ward proposals actually mean that 6 different councillors will be
responsible for the area known as Moseley Village - presenting a nightmare for anyone wanting
to consult. I was at the meeting in Moseley recently, where the very large audience of local
people unanimously rejected the new proposals for Moseley in particular, and also for the whole
of Birmingham. It would seem that no regard has been given to local communities and the
historical value of areas such as Moseley and Longbridge. Cutting up our city is this way really
is an act of vandalism carried out by someone who does doesn't seem to know Birmingham at
all! I am aware that much of this is about voting numbers in wards. But may I bring to your
attention the fact that Moseley Village has been taken out of Moseley, along with Moseley Park,
and put into Balsall Heath ward and that Balsall Heath Park is now in Moseley. St Mary's
Church is in Moseley, but the vicarage is in Balsall Heath! This seems like madness and will
certainly make life rather difficult for those that care about the area and belong to some of the
societies. I really do implore you to look very carefully into the changes that are suggested and
maybe consult with the people who know the area well, in order to maintain some logic to the
process. The area of Moseley and Kings Heath has been a happy arrangement for years as
these two areas work very well together, so why not just separate them? Make tow area out of
the one. One named Moseley and one named Kings Heath. There may then be no need for the
new Cannon Hill area - Balsall Heath could just remain as it is. Whatever you decide, I hope
you will take into account that the vast majority of those of us who live in the area are very
unhappy with the proposals that have been put forward and feel that they feel it is an
imposition for a government department in London to come and make such changes without
any consideration for the city and its residents. I implore you to listen to the requests which
are being put forward by our area councillors and also by our MP, Roger Godsiff. Thank you for
reading this. With best wishes Jane Bailey (Mrs)

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7150
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Maxwell Bailey

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Local resident

Comment text:
The changes to Hall Green boundaries don't make sense. Tysley now includes Sarehole Road
which contains, Sarehole Mill and Hall green School all traditional parts of Hall Green. The
current Tysley side of Stratford road from the bottom of college road to South Birmingham
College / Cole Bank Road may make more sense to call Tysley and leave Sarehole road part of
Hall Green. I feel very strongly about this and I also have concerns that the area I have lived
in for over ten years will see a depreciation in house price and a rise in car insurance. Please
inform me if this is otherwise.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7025
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Bailey

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear LGBC, With reference to the proposed new boundary for Moseley, Birmingham I wish to
register my significant concerns on the proposals, not only in the wider and more publicised
areas of alarm with the removal of Moseley High Street, Moseley Park and the Church from
Moseley, but also on a much wider level, as the community we live in not based solely along
the village High Street. I attended the community meeting on January 16th 2016 and at this
large meeting of residents, local councillors and MP’s, many local community and faith groups,
and it was extremely clear there was absolutely no support at all for any aspects of the plan in
its current form. But also and importantly, clearly this is also the case in the local press, social
media and general discussion around the whole of Moseley and also in surrounding districts, in
that there is no positive points being made at all from anyone about the plan and how it would
ultimately benefit our local community in any way in its current form. Whilst understanding the
huge complexity and difficulties in performing this review in an area the size of Birmingham, it
is extremely clear to all that it would be hugely detrimental for Moseley, putting a complete and
irreversible split in a strong and very well established community and making future
governance, teamwork and planning future strategic direction much more difficult. This is
extremely important in a time when community engagement and cohesion is critical for this
part of the city to ensure the continued and long term improvements being made continue and
are delivered fully. The proposals should be supporting the people to pull the community groups
together rather than make their work impossible and ultimately end the key local community
links and engagement. It is these groups, such as Moseley Forum, Moseley in Bloom, Moseley
Society, Moseley Park and Pool and the Farmers Market that make the area what it is and I
cannot believe that the strongly established community will not been listened to in this case
and also that many years of work of the Moseley Regeneration Group creating the
Supplementary Planning Document, which was adopted by Birmingham Council will be effectively
wasted. There can be very few other communities where there are so many local groups and
community links and interests are more clearly defined than ours. The Moseley area already has
very clear and extremely well defined boundaries as presented by Moseley Community Group’s
Ward Proposals and SPD and I fully support this proposal, which could be easily supported by a
number of councillors to meet electoral equality, but also deliver on all other aims of the
Commission and keep the community together, rather than a plan that appears to be currently
based on number of voters alone. In addition, I also feel strongly that splitting our community
and moving the boundaries will be extremely detrimental for political democracy in the area,
and local governance in addition to community spirit. In our area we will become effectively
disenfranchised from our community and will be asked to vote in the future for a local
Councillor for an area where I do not live in a community I am not part of. I would not
therefore not feel compelled to vote in these elections in the future as I have all my life, and
I’m sure that many in my area will feel the same. We live at
in a house that was built in Moseley in 1880, and is in the area classed very firmly as Moseley,
and do not wish my family to be effectively removed from this community and the amazing
togetherness, people, culture, society and strong and extremely active and well developed
community groups who make it what it is for all. Our area has always identified very strongly
as living in Moseley as is on the house deeds and all census returns since 1880 and has a
clear, long term and distinct boundary to other local areas which is incredibly important

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7198
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historically to the local community and is so much more than just a place name for all who live
here. For the above reasons I therefore wish to register my most sincere and very strong
objections to the plan to split up Moseley and our local community which has been formed
through a strong sense of incredible community engagement and hard work over many years
and a clear history going back many centuries. I hope that the overwhelming strength of local
opinion can be listened to in this case, and trust that changes will be made to ensure that the
community identity and effective local governance aims of the proposals, which honestly do not
appear to have been considered in any way in the current plans, are indeed truly and fully
reflected going forward. I can be contacted any time to discuss any aspects in further detail.
Yours sincerely, Richard Bailey

Uploaded Documents:
Download

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7198

03/02/2016

Richard Bailey,

Review Officer (Birmingham)
LGBCE
14th floor, Millbank Tower
London
SW1P 4QP
Dear LGBC,
With reference to the proposed new boundary for Moseley, Birmingham I wish to register my
significant concerns on the proposals, not only in the wider and more publicised areas of alarm
with the removal of Moseley High Street, Moseley Park and the Church from Moseley, but also
on a much wider level, as the community we live in not based solely along the village High
Street.
I attended the community meeting on January 16th 2016 and at this large meeting of residents,
local councillors and MP’s, many local community and faith groups, and it was extremely clear
there was absolutely no support at all for any aspects of the plan in its current form.
But also and importantly, clearly this is also the case in the local press, social media and
general discussion around the whole of Moseley and also in surrounding districts, in that there
is no positive points being made at all from anyone about the plan and how it would ultimately
benefit our local community in any way in its current form.

Whilst understanding the huge complexity and difficulties in performing this review in an area
the size of Birmingham, it is extremely clear to all that it would be hugely detrimental for
Moseley, putting a complete and irreversible split in a strong and very well established
community and making future governance, teamwork and planning future strategic direction
much more difficult.
This is extremely important in a time when community engagement and cohesion is critical for
this part of the city to ensure the continued and long term improvements being made continue
and are delivered fully.
The proposals should be supporting the people to pull the community groups together rather
than make their work impossible and ultimately end the key local community links and
engagement.
It is these groups, such as Moseley Forum, Moseley in Bloom, Moseley Society, Moseley Park
and Pool and the Farmers Market that make the area what it is and I cannot believe that the
strongly established community will not been listened to in this case and also that many years

of work of the Moseley Regeneration Group creating the Supplementary Planning Document,
which was adopted by Birmingham Council will be effectively wasted.
There can be very few other communities where there are so many local groups and
community links and interests are more clearly defined than ours.

The Moseley area already has very clear and extremely well defined boundaries as presented
by Moseley Community Group’s Ward Proposals and SPD and I fully support this proposal,
which could be easily supported by a number of councillors to meet electoral equality, but also
deliver on all other aims of the Commission and keep the community together, rather than a
plan that appears to be currently based on number of voters alone.
In addition, I also feel strongly that splitting our community and moving the boundaries will be
extremely detrimental for political democracy in the area, and local governance in addition to
community spirit. In our area we will become effectively disenfranchised from our community
and will be asked to vote in the future for a local Councillor for an area where I do not live in a
community I am not part of. I would not therefore not feel compelled to vote in these elections
in the future as I have all my life, and I’m sure that many in my area will feel the same.

We live at
, in a house that was built in Moseley in 1880,
and is in the area classed very firmly as Moseley, and do not wish my family to be effectively
removed from this community and the amazing togetherness, people, culture, society and
strong and extremely active and well developed community groups who make it what it is for
all.
Our area has always identified very strongly as living in Moseley as is on the house deeds and
all census returns since 1880 and has a clear, long term and distinct boundary to other local
areas which is incredibly important historically to the local community and is so much more
than just a place name for all who live here.

For the above reasons I therefore wish to register my most sincere and very strong objections
to the plan to split up Moseley and our local community which has been formed through a
strong sense of incredible community engagement and hard work over many years and a clear
history going back many centuries.
I hope that the overwhelming strength of local opinion can be listened to in this case, and trust
that changes will be made to ensure that the community identity and effective local governance
aims of the proposals, which honestly do not appear to have been considered in any way in
the current plans, are indeed truly and fully reflected going forward.
I can be contacted any time to discuss any aspects in further detail.
Yours sincerely,
Richard Bailey

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
07 January 2016 16:06
Pascoe, Mark
FW: 11 not 10 councillors please

From: Mukhtiar Bains
Sent: 07 January 2016 15:51
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: 11 not 10 councillors please
Hi,
May I respectfully request that Sutton has 11 rather than 10 councillors on Birmingham City Council.

Mukhtiar Bains
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Henry Baker

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear sir's, Reference (BOUNDERS) why is it necessary to do this as this will devalue my house
WHY?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6338
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

June Baker

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Regarding the proposed changes to how the wards should be reduced in size but increased in
the number of wards. In the past we have had a team of 3 or 4 councillors. Some councillors
more appealing and effective than others. My concern is that with only one councillor, the
constituents of Northfield may not have the same level of service. Depending on what issues we
may wish to raise, having a choice of councillor can be important. With regard to the names for
the new wards, the proposed names better reflect our own area. e,g, West Heath South.
Smaller wards may well give us a more personal service from our local representative. With the
recent regeneration of the Longbridge Rover site to the new town of Longbridge, the ward name
surely must contain " Longbridge".

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7381

08/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
25 January 2016 08:08
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Commission proposals for Birmingham (Moseley)

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jeff Ba
Sent: 24 January 2016 16:25
To:
Subject: Boundary Commission proposals for Birmingham (Moseley)
Dear Sir,
As residents of Moseley my wife and I have been informed by the Moseley Forum about the Kerslake proposals for
the city. We cannot understand why these proposals have been put forward to change a system which works well.
A system which ensures that residents of Moseley are properly represented by politicians, sometimes of their
choice, who are in touch with local goings on, and whose aim is to support the residents of Moseley, whatever their
political colour. These proposals will rip the heart from Moseley whose residents have spent years creating and
developing, and to what aim? Political Gerrymandering; which can only benefit those who do not live here.
We understand from the local city news that other Wards share our concern and displeasure in what has been put
forward. You will have heard from individuals and organisations who share our views, and our hope is that they are
not ignored but given fare and proper consideration.
Finally, "if it's not broke, don't fix it".
Yours sincerely,
Jeff & Sue Baker
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Chris Ballard

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am not happy at all that the council is thinking of changing where I live to Stechford, I am
pround to live in Yardley and if it gets changed to Stechford then this could effect our house
price for starters as Stechford is a less desirable area to live in, are the council going to pay us
the difference of our house prices when they go down????

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7138

03/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
14 January 2016 14:06
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Save Yardley

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Emily Ballard
Sent: 14 January 2016 14:03
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Save Yardley
To whom it may concern,
I am emailing to express my concerns on potential plans to review Birmingham ward boundaries.
Yardley is a wonderful part of Birmingham and me and many members of my family have lived here our whole lives.
To know that my home could be turned from Yardley; a name which reflects great history, could simply be changed
to 'Stechford East' is an absolute travesty. To whoever decided on this name, I wouldn't invent this name for a
council estate let alone a beautiful district such as Yardley. Boundary commission does clearly not value how brilliant
Birmingham is and how important and historic this district is to the second (and best) city in the UK.
Yardley is also home to St Edburgha's Church, a historic place set in Yardley Conservation Area, which was
Birmingham's first conservation area.
Old Yardley Village is an area full of charm and tranquility, do you seriously want to destroy the history of this area?
Yardley is home to many loving locals and elderly residents, changing the name of this wonderful area will lose all of
its character, history and nostalgia it brings to those who live or have lived here. Redesigning Birmingham is not
necessary, what clearly needs rearranging is who runs it.
I hope you decide to not go ahead with this unnecessary and utterly awful proposal.
Yours faithfully,
Emily Ballard
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

David BALL

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hello, I would like to back the Petition by keeping YARDLEY as YARDLEY and not Stechford
East.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7477
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

JAMES BALL

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hello, I would like to back the Petition by keeping YARDLEY as YARDLEY and not Stechford
East.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7476
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sarah BALL

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hello, I would like to back the Petition by keeping YARDLEY as YARDLEY and not Stechford
East.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7478
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sarah BALL

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hello, I would like to back the Petition by keeping YARDLEY as YARDLEY and not Stechford
East.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7481

08/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
09 February 2016 09:26
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Help Keep Erdington Together

From: Simon Bamford
Sent: 08 February 2016 18:41
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Help Keep Erdington Together

Dear Sirs,
"We ask the commission to amend their plans for North Birmingham to represent a Castle Vale Ward, a
two member Erdington Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, two member Kingstanding Ward, two
member Oscott Ward, a Perry Common Ward, Pype Hayes Ward and a Stockland Green Ward. With the
Erdington Ward borders running from Court Lane in the West, Sutton in the North, Pype Hayes and Holly
Lane in the East and Kingsbury Road/Wood End Road in the South"
If the wards were changed to reflect this then that would ensure all of historic Erdington is retained within
the Erdington Ward.
Regards
Richard Bamford

1

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
15 February 2016 09:56
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Feedback

From: stephen banks
Sent: 13 February 2016 10:59
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Feedback

Hello,
The New Electoral Arrangement for Birmingham City Council has appeared in my local library (as far as I
can tell) on 11/02/2016 asking for feedback by February 8, 2016 ‐ which is clearly not possible.
1. I have an interest in the boundary of the Erdington area (B23 &B24) ‐ the Northern most limit used to be
as far as I can tell, the Chester Road ‐ a major old road in England. the boundary now seems to have been
pushed a couple of roads over to Berwood Farm Road ‐ my question would be why? And are those 2 roads
now moved from one District to another being told, directly?
2. On page 42 of the document it says that Sutton Coldfield Wylde Green (with 1 councillor) is 2% larger
than average District size whereas Sutton Walmley& Minworth has 2 councillors and 9 % below average
district size. That seems an imbalance. Those are my Districts and therefore of concern to me.
Sincerely,
Stephen Banks
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Philip Banting

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

2: Proposed boundary between
Weoley and Selly Oak

1: Proposed boundary between
Selly Park and Bournbrook

4: Proposed boundary between
Bournville and Cotteridge

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Proposed boundary between Selly Park and Bournbrook

Annotation 2:

Proposed boundary between Weoley and Selly Oak

Annotation 4:

Proposed boundary between Bournville and Cotteridge

Comment text:
I believe that one of the main objectives of the reorganisation should be to bring councillors closer to the electorate, and the best way to do that is to adopt
single member wards. I have suggested how 3 of the proposed 2-member wards near me might be separated, though I realise that equality of numbers needs to
be taken into account too. I'm not convinced of the need for every ward to comprise a single, cohesive community: there are always some areas "on the edge"
and much of South Birmingham is quite diverse in nature in any case.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6720
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2. Moseley is a cohesive community of many faiths and races living together. These new boundaries will
divide these groups.

3. Moseley is made up of four excellent civic societies who look after the welfare of the
community. There is the Victorian Society, The CDT Trust, The Moseley Form, Moseley in Bloom and
the outstanding Farmers Market. The Market has won prizes for its quality, as has Moseley in the garden
competition. These societies look after our services, planning permission, and work with the police to keep
Moseley safe.

4. Moseley was named the best community in any major city in England by the Sunday Times. It said
Moseley was an excellent community in which to live and raise a family.

5. Moseley has a thriving cultural life in an excellent grouping of pubs and restaurants. It has numerous
music groups in which residents take part. Many artists and musician like in Moseley including many
members of the CBSO.

6. Lastly and most importantly, dealing with the administration of six different areas will make life very
difficult. For instance if one wants to stop a planning application or improve a road this might involve
more than three councillors. And applying for funding from central government will become a nightmare.

Please stop this plan going ahead. We want our boundaries to remain as they are. Who says 100
councillors is the magic numbers? Prove it.

Regards
Dr. Marylane Barfield
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
18 January 2016 08:43
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Ward review Plan(Longbridge)

From: colin barnhurst
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2016 2:22 PM
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Ward review Plan(Longbridge)

To Whom this concerns
I would like to raise a strong objection to the proposed ward
change plan, which would eradicate the great and historical
name of Longbridge from the electoral ward plan.
This area although sadly the Motor works for the main part was
lost when The Rover Plant closed and the area was dead, it is
now going through a period of change with a new Town centre,
large stores have invested in the area.
I therefore request that this proposed plan be looked ast again
and the name Longbridge be included in the electoral Role
map.
Regards
Colin Barnhurst
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
02 February 2016 10:21
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Boundary Commission Proposals for Birmingham

From: David Barrie [
]
Sent: 31 January 2016 20:54
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Commission Proposals for Birmingham

Dear Sirs,
I would like to add my support the proposals put forward by 'North Birmingham Community
Together' as I regard them as an excellent way of representing residents.
Best Wishes
David Barrie
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
22 February 2016 08:44
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Birmingham District Consultation - Selly Oak Ward

From: richard barrie
Sent: 20 February 2016 21:21
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham District Consultation ‐ Selly Oak Ward

Dear Sir/Madam,
I have just found out about the boundary changes for Birmingham district and see the short consultation
period has closed, I am dismayed to see the complete removal of Selly Oak Ward and yet the creation of a
Stirchley Ward. Selly Oak is a traditional ward that has covered a large area of historical and cultural
interest, to remove the ward would be really disappointing. Selly Oak is currently undergoing major
regeneration and is having a major new town centre built along its canal side. It deserves to keep its status
as a ward and as a constituency. To remove Selly Oak ward would be a disservice to the residents of this
vibrant and cultural area of Selly Oak, Bournbrook and Selly Park. If anything to combine two area's I
would've suggested Selly Oak and Bournville becoming one ward and named it as Selly Oak and Bournville
and keep the current outer boundaries and just remove the central dividing boundary. Selly Oak is a bigger
centre with retail park than the smaller Cotteridge and both Selly Oak and Bournville hold significance in
the city as vibrant and cultural areas. I hope that my comments on the consultation will be passed forward.
Best wishes,
Richard Barrie
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:20
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Erdington Constituency

From: John C Barr
Sent: 08 February 2016 10:50
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Erdington Constituency
Dear Sir/Madam
I am against the proposals because it will take out of Erdington Constituency elements that are at the Heart of it
namely the Abbey Church, Erdington Station,Holly Lane and other areas associated with Erdington
In effect you are getting rid of Erdington as a suburb of Birmingham and all of its associated history.
Regards

John C Barr
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Jane Barry

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: -

Comment text:
Many other people are rightly commenting on the difficulty of conducting local administration
with so many different councilllors and boundaries, and that's true, but only half the problem.
The number of councillors and ward distribution are important, but even more so are the
history and geography: what Birmingham people have understood by 'Moseley' for decades, and
the lie of the land. I am baffled by the idea that the Alcester Road through the village is
deemed not to be in Moseley. The new Moseley ward is far too far east and excludes almost
everything that makes the place what it is.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6980
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Feature Annotations

4: The South Bank of Edgbaston
5: The Western side reseviour
of the Ward
has a natural boundry of the
old Harbourne railway line
now a walkway

2: this is my proposed plan for
the Edgbaston Ward
3: Edgbaston 6:
County Cricket Club,
Known around the World for
being in Edgbaston.
7: West Midlands Police Training
college, Known as Tally Ho

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 2:

this is my proposed plan for the Edgbaston Ward

Annotation 3:
Edgbaston.

Edgbaston County Cricket Club, Known around the World for being in

Annotation 4:

The South Bank of Edgbaston reseviour

Annotation 5: The Western side of the Ward has a natural boundry of the old Harbourne
railway line now a walkway
Annotation 6:
Annotation 7:

West Midlands Police Training college, Known as Tally Ho

Comment text:
please see attached my letter to the boundary changes and the impact I fell it will have if put through in its current form.

Uploaded Documents:
Download

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7292

04/02/2016

James Barry

4th February 2016
Dear Sirs
Submission re Proposed Birmingham Boundary Changes
I am a resident of Edgbaston and object to the proposed boundary change that will remove my
house from the Edgbaston ward and place it in a newly composed ward of Summerfield.
This is my detailed submission that my area should stay part of its historic and important
Edgbaston community.
My submission contains response to the 3 criteria on which you invite comment. It also
contains other points that I believe to be relevant and the Boundary Commission (BC) should be
willing to consider in the interests of a fair and genuine consultation process.
I am a member of the North Edgbaston Residents Group (NERG), set up on 5th January to
increase awareness of the proposed change and to provide a discussion forum for sharing
information. We have 2 Facebook groups and a website to help people. We have printed a
leaflet, distributed to 500 homes in our area. We have held 2 meetings at which over 90
residents attended. NERG’s membership comprises a representative cross section of our
community and includes police officers, barristers, lawyers, doctors, accountants, business
owners large and small, teachers, the retired, the just starting out, the families, some recent
immigrants and people of most faiths and cultures. Showing that our multicultural faith, age and
race that makes up what I would call classic Edgbaston.
The speed at which this group was put together and the efforts made by its members is
testament to the community that is present and passionate about being Edgbaston.

The core leaders of NERG have undertaken considerable research, met with our MP and
communicated variously with local councillors to ensure that we can help our neighbours be
fully informed and best able to respond.
Publicity and Communication of the Process
I was not made aware of the consultation by any formal means. There was no communication
by post, leaflet drop or email (I am registered with the council with email for updates on an
email flyer). We have been unable to establish how the BC communicated the review to
residents of Birmingham. Deirdre Aldren, myward councillor wrote in an email to NERG that the
BC was supposed to lead on publicity and gave Birmingham City Council assurances of this.
Birmingham City Council did not make any communication that I am aware of. We understand
that there was some local press however I do not take a local newspaper. I have only seen
objections from other group such as NERG who also feel that the boundary changes to their
areas should not happen,( the Mosley Group have been very vocal)
At NERG’s public meeting on 12 January a show of hands from the 70 or so attendees confirmed
that they only knew of it due to communication efforts of NERG and from the series of emails
that passed between friends
It is my personal contention and that of NERG that this failure to communicate properly with the
residents of Birmingham is an unacceptable failure of the consultation process.
Consultation Criteria
The Draft Recommendations set out the 3 key consultation points. I respond to those
subsequently in this submission.
Criteria 1 – Do the proposed electoral wards reflect local communities? Dealing with the
legislative requirement to reflect community identity.
The proposed ward of Summerfield is a combination of parts of Birmingham that are
economically and socially diverse without current connection. The part of Edgbaston that falls
north of the Hagley Road has nothing in common with Winson Green, Ladywood or Soho
etc. There would be no community identity.
The Church of England Boundary follows what is the current Boundary for Edgbaston, if the BC
changes were to come into effect then the Parish Boundary of St Augustines Church would be
split between 3 Wards, I am aware this is a point that the BC have said would not happen. My
wife is an active member of this church and is saddened to find that the parish that she knows
loves and works in will be split in such a way.

The Catholic Church Parish Boundary The Oratory of Saint Phillip Neri also follows the current
boundary which keeps the North of the Hagley Road area of Edgbaston in the same ward and
again not splitting the Catholic parish into two. I am an active member of this church and having
spoken with others at my church we fell that we would be the outcasts from Edgbaston and not
be able to call it our home which the Church has done for of 120 years
There would be no hub to the ward and it would not have any recognition for its residents as a
community or be understood as an area of Birmingham.
Edgbaston is a community in itself. The Hagley Road is now a substantial major artery for the
city but it is traversed many times a day by North Edgbaston residents as we travel to the
university, hospitals, shops, sports clubs, doctors, dentists and schools of Edgbaston that we
work at, visit or take our children to. My wife attended the University of Birmingham which is
the south of the Edgbaston ward, We chose to live within the same ward as we feel this is our
home and we have a true community identification here. It’s a brand, it’s a location, and it’s a
community that is recognisable outside of Birmingham or even the UK. If you take the
Edgbaston County Cricket Ground, which has been taken out of Edgbaston this is know in all
countries around the world where England play 20/20 and Test Cricket for such massive and
important sporting events as the Ashes, if this was to change do you think the world would
know where Borsall Common Cricket ground was?
I am proud to live in Edgbaston in a classic Edgbaston house, it is over 150years old and has
bene part of Edgbaston as the first resident was a man who help build and set up the outer lying
areas of Birmingham, As a Police officer and Charity worker I am proud of my neighbourhood
and my neighbours who have worked hard to look after and improve their local community,
driving out some anti-social issues that were a problem locally some years ago. The Edgbaston
brand has been key to the improvement locally that has created a pleasant, safe part of the
wider ward and it is questionable whether this could continue to be the case if removed from
the ward.
In 2010 the West Midlands Police Changed their policing boundaries to reflect that of partner
agency’s such as Birmingham City Council Electret wards, this was to allow a better working
relationship between the communities the police and the council to deal with low level crime
and anti-social behaviour as well as giving each of the partners a point of contact, under the
proposed boundary changes all of the Birmingham wards would again be moved across partner
boundaries, this has been a difficult time for partners setting up community cohesion and giving
them one voice to raise concerns, with the changes all of the hard work by the local policing
teams and neighbourhoods will need to be started again, Currently the area I live is covered by
Birmingham South Police Station, if moved out of the Edgbaston ward my local police will be the
Birmingham Central and West Police area and I personally know if brought into this area I will
lose my local Neighbourhood team who have worked so hard to improve my area, officers
covering Central and west and taken into the City Centre of Birmingham to deal with the Night
time economy and this will leave my area vulnerable to being once again an area of deprivation

if low level crime and anti-social behaviour is allowed to creep back in. I am unaware as a
serving Police Officer if the West Midlands Police have been spoken to and asked to comment
on the massive changes to the local wards that Neighbourhood policing is based around.
Summerfield as a proposed ward fails to deal with the legislative requirement to reflect
community identity.
Criteria 2 – How do you think the proposals can be improved whilst maintaining electoral
equality? Dealing with the legislative requirement to improve electoral equality by equalising
the number of electors each councillor represents and also for the provision of effective and
convenient local government.
The need to reduce the ward size of Edgbaston is understood by NERG. However,
the proposed ward is being added to at its western boundary with parts of more
modern Harborne that are part of the Harborne community. It seems that this is at the expense
of our area which is part of original Edgbaston.
Withdrawing the Harborne addition is my recommendation.
Maintaining or improving electoral equality is more than just a numbers game. It is giving an
electorate the opportunity to self-determine by recognising communities. If a ward is just
geography, self-determination and equality is unlikely. A polarised ward such as the proposed
Summerfield would be highly difficult to represent. The disparity in the electorate socially
and economically would create that difficulty. That would be unfair on the electorate. The
Edgbaston ward is currently able to elect fair representation for its community which shares
value systems and needs.
The proposed ward should not include North Edgbaston as it would not improve electoral
equality in the area and may adversely impact equality. Edgbaston ward size can be managed
by removing the proposed Harborne inclusion and would therefore continue to provide fair
representation for the electorate whilst achieving effective and convenient local government.

Criteria 3 – Are the names of the proposed wards right?
Summerfield might work the ward if it did not include north Edgbaston. Summerfield is not
acceptable as a name to me as a resident of Edgbaston, specifically North Edgbaston. It has no
sense of area. It conveys nothing about location.
I have given consideration to being part of a small ward called North Edgbaston as an alternative
to being part of Summerfield however, the removal of North Edgbaston from Edgbaston seems

unnecessary given that it should be possible to keep Edgbaston intact by not adding odd bits of
other well defined communities, specifically Harborne.
The BC appears to have produced various ward names that are unnecessary proposed
changes to well understood locations and communities of Birmingham. Redrawing of the wards
should focus on identifying communities and not splitting them up such as church parish
boundaries and local landmarks that give the area it heritage.

I respectfully ask the BC consultation gives full and genuine consideration to my submission in
relation to maintaining North Edgbaston within the Edgbaston ward for all the grounds set out
but most particularly on the grounds of preserving a historic, well defined and well
understood community.

Yours sincerely

Mr James Barry
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E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: n/a

Comment text:
As a local resident, having previously contributed to the first stage consultation, I support the
proposed boundary for the Handsworth Wood ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 January 2016 10:28
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposed boundary changes: Under representation for Sutton Coldfield

From: Douglas Bashford
Sent: 08 January 2016 10:27
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Fwd: Proposed boundary changes: Under representation for Sutton Coldfield

Begin forwarded message:
From: Douglas Bashford
Subject: Proposed boundary changes: Under representation for Sutton
Coldfield
Date: 8 January 2016 10:18:00 GMT
To: reviews@lgbce.org.uk
Dear Sirs,
I have received a notification from Councillor Meirion Jenkins regarding the above. I believe
the adoption of the proposals is unfair to the Sutton Coldfield inhabitants.
We would have only 10 councillors which will leave us under represented when opposing the
labour group on Birmingham City council and Sutton Coldfield may receive less funding in
the future.
I believe that Sutton Coldfield should have 11 Councillors on Birmingham City Council to
represent the 11 communities that make up Sutton Coldfield.
Douglas Bashford.
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
21 January 2016 07:57
Pascoe, Mark
FW: LBoundary changes and Hall Green

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Anicka Bashir
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 10:00 PM
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: LBoundary changes and Hall Green

> Hi
> I received a leaflet stating that my road will now come under tyseley. I am not happy about this at all because i
moved in to this area purely because it was hall green. I only bought my house 8 months ago n the main reason for
this was the location of the house and it coming under hall green. I strongly oppose this change. This will also take
away the identity of Hall green. I feel the decision you are making is wrong and you need to re consider the options.
I am sure a lot of the families in hall green do not agree with this change.
> Yours sincerely
> Anicka Bashir and Abdur Rob
>
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
20 January 2016 17:03
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Hall green boundary changes

From: shiqal bashir
Sent: 20 January 2016 16:37
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Hall green boundary changes

I object to these proposals strongly you have got this wrong and need to relook at the proposals. I didn't pay
the money that I did for my house so that it comes under tysley. I bought the house for its postcode and the
area name. Do you have any idea what it would do to the value of my house. It's infuriating to know that
these proposals will take away our identity and confuse the local geography. If it's a must than why not do it
the other way around tysley becomes hall green ward even with that I'm not happy. This is preposterous you
people have no idea.
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Comment text:
Im totally against theses boundary changes by the boundary commission. I bought my house in
2006 for over
just for the area name,for its history,for its reputation,for its amenities
there's so much more I can write about. Once the boundaries are changed it will lose all these,
as well as devalue my house price substantially. The price of a house is detrimental to the
name of the area I'm sure you agree with this.If it's a must that you need to change the name
of the area why not go with the labour councillor's proposal hall green east and hall green
west.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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E-mail:
Postcode:
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Comment text:
I'm utterly opposed to the plans to split Moseley between FIVE different wards with six
councilors, none of whom will have an interest in representing the entire suburb. This will have
direct implications for the many community groups in Moseley, for example Moseley in Bloom &
Moseley in Lights who bring floral displays & Christmas lights to the centre of Moseley and the
St Mary's Row /Wake Green Road parade of shops; Moseley Society & the Local History group
who work hard to protect much of Moseley's heritage & Moseley Forum which seeks to inform
and update the community on local issues. All these groups will end up having to work with six
councilors over five different wards all of whom will clearly have competing priorities from their
respective wards. The proposed changes are supposed to make the City Council more efficient
and accountable, not create a bureaucratic headaches.
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Feature Annotations

2:

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 2:
Comment text:
I propose that the following boundaries be set for Quinton ward and fully support the Conservative Group's proposals for Birmingham. I believe that splitting
Balden Road (a residential single carriageway road) into two wards will split the community in two. It makes far more sense to keep the boundary running down
the middle of Lordswood Road and have the new boundary running down West Boulevard. I do not support the Beech Lanes area beng placed into Haborne when
historically, it has always been part of Quinton ward since it was first formed. In addition to this I believe that the Welsh House Farm estate be placed back into
Harborne ward as it was until the last set of boundary changes.
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Rhian Bass

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Why is erdington abbey now Stockland green? Why is my estate "the new oscott" estate
suddenly in Perry common? Do you have any idea how this will affect the secondary school
placements, we moved here as it was part of sutton for the schools now it is reclassified. Use
some sense

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Shadi Basurra

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I don't understand. How making equal votes going to help people need. Even if this is true, but
will only be effective for couple of years. Then, population changes, people move, die and being
born everyday! Are we going to keep changing the boundaries every 10 years? I live in Hall
Green, and now I am in different ward. This will have a negative affect with house pricing, car
insurance and house insurance. I am against the changes in Hall Green. We need more
transparent process from the government, and people should have been involved in drawing the
boundaries of the new wards.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Alex Bate

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in Hall Green all my life, attending both primary and secondary schools, as well as
various cubs, scouts and other community activities. I have always felt that Hall Green had a
strong community ethos. It represents one of the oldest suburban areas in Birmingham and has
a specific identity as such. To split the community in half is not what I nor my friends and
family want. I was shocked to find that my old school – Hall Green Secondary School – would
no longer be in Hall Green under the proposed boundary changes, but would be in the ward of
Tyseley – which is a long way from Hall Green and to which I feel no affinity whatsoever. One
of the considerations when conducting an electoral review is that the ward should reflect the
community identity. It seems ridiculous that Sarehole Mill, Hall Green School, Hall Green
station, Hall Green Parade, Hall Green Medical Centre and Hall Green United Community church
(the former Methodist church) which have all been part of Hall Green for many, in some cases,
hundreds of years could, under the proposed changes, become part of Tyseley. I object strongly
to these changes on the grounds that they do not reflect the community identity of Hall Green
and have attached a proposal which makes much more sense in keeping the community of Hall
Green together.
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Comment text:
I am very disappointed to see the detail of the local boundary change proposals for
Birmingham, not only for the area of my residence in Hall Green, but also other boundary
changes in Birmingham. These seem to have little or no regard for the historic districts and
communities in Birmingham. I have lived in Hall Green for over 30 years and have always had
a strong belief in holding together the local community in Hall Green. In recent years much has
been done by local residents to strengthen this bond, with much assistance from local
councillors in Hall Green of different political parties. These councillors work together in
protecting the identity of the whole of Hall Green as a 'village' within Birmingham. Local
meetings have been held specifically to discuss these proposed changes, these have been
unprecedented in terms of attendance and objection has been virtually unanimous. The actual
change for which I have the strongest objection is to cut through the centre of historic Hall
Green using the railway line as a boundary. This places all sites to the west of the rail line in a
new ward with a proposed name of Tyseley. Many historic properties, Hall Green School, Hall
Green College, Hall Green Station, Hall Green Parade, Hall Green Medical Centre, Hall Green
United Community Church, and even more historically, Sarehole Mill will all be part of a ward
named wrongly as Tyseley. The actual Tyseley district is a considerable distance from Hall
Green, and that district has many commercial/industrial premises and has no links with the
suburban area of Hall Green. I would expect to have proper council representation for the
community of Hall Green to provide an effective local government for the district. The current
proposals will not reflect the community identity, which is one of the key stated objectives of
any boundary re-organisation. I have attached a proposal which provides a much more sensible
boundary, this represents far better the actual district of Hall Green.
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Comment text:
I have lived in Hall Green all my life, attending both primary and secondary schools, as well as
various cubs, scouts and other community activities. I was shocked to find that my old school –
Hall Green Secondary School – would no longer be in Hall Green under the proposed boundary
changes, but would be in the ward of Tyseley – which is a long way from Hall Green and to
which I feel no affinity whatsoever. One of the considerations when conducting an electoral
review is that the ward should reflect the community identity. It seems ridiculous that Sarehole
Mill, Hall Green School, Hall Green station, Hall Green Parade, Hall Green Medical Centre and
Hall Green United Community church (the former Methodist church) which have all been part of
Hall Green for many, in some cases, hundreds of years could, under the proposed changes,
become part of Tyseley. I object strongly to these changes on the grounds that they do not
reflect the community identity of Hall Green and have attached a proposal which makes much
more sense in keeping the community of Hall Green together.
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Comment text:
I have lived in Hall Green all my life, attending playgroups, schools, as well as various cubs,
scouts and other community activities. One of the considerations when conducting an electoral
review is that the ward should reflect the community identity. It seems ridiculous that Sarehole
Mill, Hall Green School, Hall Green station, Hall Green Parade, Hall Green Medical Centre and
Hall Green United Community church (the former Methodist church) which have all been part of
Hall Green for many, in some cases, hundreds of years could, under the proposed changes,
become part of Tyseley. Tyseley is not close to Hall Green and is an area to which I feel no
affinity whatsoever. I object strongly to these changes on the grounds that they do not reflect
the community identity of Hall Green and have attached a proposal which makes much more
sense in keeping the community of Hall Green together.

Uploaded Documents:
Download

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7491

08/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
07 January 2016 14:46
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Sutton Coldfield

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Roy Baverstock
Sent: 07 January 2016 14:28
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Sutton Coldfield
7 January 2016

Dear Sirs
The Boundary Commission changes intended for the area covered by Birmingham City Council has resulted in a
proposal for only 10 Councillors for Sutton Coldfield
As a resident of Sutton Coldfield I wish to register an objection, as the result of this plan would result in under
representation. There is a requirement for a minimum of 11 Councillors if a fair level of representation is to apply
I should be grateful for an acknowledgement of this communication
Yours sincerely

R. Baverstock (Mr)
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COMMENTS ON BOUNDARY COMMISSION DRAFT PROPOSALS FOR
BIRMINGHAM WARD BOUNDARY CHANGES

EVIDENCE

The following comments are our personal views as residents
Proposals affecting the Jewellery Quarter
We oppose the Boundary Commission’s proposal to merge the Jewellery Quarter
into a Winson Green ward.
The Commission’s assertion that the proposed Winson Green ward reflects clear
boundaries and community identities is not based on available evidence (see
references page 3 below).
The draft proposals would subsume the unique Jewellery Quarter (JQ) into Winson
Green for reasons of voter numbers (“electoral equality”), and ignore the
acknowledged distinct community and cohesiveness of the JQ and its particular
concerns.
The Jewellery Quarter is an inner city industrial district, and is designated a
Conservation Area with clear identifiable boundaries and character. It has nothing in
common either demographically, economically or architecturally with Winson Green,
from which it is cut off by major roads.
We propose that the Boundary Commission should use its legal discretion to create
a separate, distinct Jewellery Quarter ward with one counsellor to represent its
interests.
How the JQ meets the statutory criterion of community interests and identity
The JQ, which has been called an “urban village”, is a compact, close-knit,
interdependent working jewellery and metal production district employing about
10,000 people, and is also home to about 6,000 residents. Industry and residents,
creative industries, professional services, and independent retail businesses coexist
comfortably cheek by jowl.
It has a residential and manufacturing history dating back at least 200 years, but it
remains a source of innovation and state-of-the-art technology as well as traditional
crafts, in the 21st century. People including young professionals and mature
downsizers choose to live there because it is a vibrant and safe area. There are
current planning permissions granted for about another 600 dwellings, with more
applications in the pipeline.
The JQ Neighbourhood Forum, consisting of industry and residents’ representatives
with Birmingham City Council (BCC) advisors, is currently working (under the
Localism Act) on a Neighbourhood Plan. This is due to go to referendum later in 2016,
and if accepted will provide a planning and regeneration package with statutory
status. The JQ Development Trust (hosting the JQ official website) and Business
Improvement District (BID) work to promote and support the physical and economic
regeneration of the area for business, residents, investment, visitors and learning.

Cattell; CAMP;
Office of National
Statistics (ONS)

Urban Village
Framework;
Black Swan;
Princes
Foundation;
CAMP

Cattell; CAMP;
www.Police.uk;
BCC Planning
Department

JQ Neighbour hood Forum
work in progress
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The JQ is self-contained in having (all within a five minute walk of one another):
 Cafes, pubs, bars, restaurants, schools, and a night time economy that serve
residents as well as drawing people from the city centre and other areas
 Community and networking groups meeting in cafes and pubs and on social
media
 Birmingham Assay Office in new purpose-built premises
 A renowned School of Jewellery attracting students from all over the world
 Medical centre, pharmacy and dental practice
 An annual festival and other regular and seasonal events
 Independent convenience stores
 Independent specialist retailers, regular produce market, artisan bakery
 An independent real-ale brewery
 Fringe theatres, live music performance, and art galleries
 Award-winning museums and other tourist attractions
 C of E Church, Sikh temple, and African Caribbean churches

Jewellery
Quarter official
website; JQ BID

Connectivity and sustainability
For large department stores and a wider arts scene (including Symphony Hall,
Birmingham Repertory Theatre, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, and the new
Library of Birmingham) the city centre is a 10-15 minute walk or short cycle ride away.
Birmingham City Council proposes to traffic-calm the dual carriageway Great Charles
Street Queensway to improve pedestrian access and connectivity and re-establish
historic links between the JQ and the city centre and central business district. A
private developer plans to build flats on a long derelict site adjoining this planned
new “boulevard.”

BCC Big City Plan

In contrast, the high-traffic dual carriageway Inner Ring Road (Icknield Street) and
Spring Hill to the North West form a barrier between the Jewellery Quarter and
Winson Green.
Anomaly of proposed boundaries
The Boundary Commission’s proposals split off the Mott Street and Barr Street areas,
which form part of the JQ in BCC’s planning map, to join a Newtown ward. They
should be coterminous with whatever new ward boundary includes the JQ.

BCC

Representation
Because Winson Green and the Jewellery Quarter have no characteristics in common,
it is not logical or realistic to expect that the same councillors can represent their
different issues.

ONS

We propose a separate Jewellery Quarter ward represented by one counsellor, and
support the JQ Neighbourhood Forum’s proposal for such a ward, but we also put
forward some names other than a “Winson Green” ward. Alternatively, it would be
logical (because of the JQ’s natural alignment to the city centre) to retain it in
Ladywood ward, in which a large part of the city centre sits.

3

Name of ward
The name Winson Green has many negative associations (a prison of that name, a
controversial TV documentary “Benefits Street”, evidenced violent crime), and should
not be selected.

“Benefits Street”;
www.Police.uk

If the Boundary Commission insists on amalgamating the JQ into a new ward, we
propose a choice of alternative names, to celebrate the area’s achievements:
 Boulton ward (to commemorate one of Birmingham’s most famous and
influential manufacturers and entrepreneurs, with several roads in the district
already named for him)
 Soho and Jewellery Quarter ward (to commemorate an ancient and existing
area and Boulton’s home and workplaces)
 All Saints (already a district in the area, with a Metro station named for it)

References for evidence
“Benefits Street” (2014) Channel 4 documentary set in Winson Green, Love Productions
Birmingham City Council (BCC) (2010) Big City Plan – Strategic Master Plan
Birmingham City Council Planning Department (2002) Jewellery Quarter Conservation Area
Character Appraisal and Management Plan (CAMP), currently being revised
Birmingham City Council Planning Department (ongoing) approved and submitted planning
applications
Black Swan report (2013), Jewellery Quarter Property Market and Employment
Cattell, J, et al (2002), English Heritage, The Birmingham Jewellery Quarter: An Architectural Study of
the Manufactories
Jewellery Quarter Business Improvement District (2015) Shopping in the Jewellery Quarter – The
essential guide
Jewellery Quarter Development Trust (ongoing) official JQ website
Jewellery Quarter Neighbourhood Forum (ongoing, not yet published) draft JQ Neighbourhood Plan
Jewellery Quarter Urban Village Framework (2008) SPG
Office of National Statistics (ONS) www.ons.gov.uk
www.Police.uk area crime figures, current ongoing
Princes Foundation (2012), Jewellery Quarter: Unlocking the Industrial Middle

Comments submitted by:
Helen and Michael Baws

January 2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 15:30
Pascoe, Mark
FW:

From: Barrie Baxter [
Sent: 08 February 2016 15:20
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject:

"We ask the commission to amend their plans for North Birmingham to represent a Castle Vale
Ward, a two member Erdington Ward, a two member Gravelly Hill Ward, two member
Kingstanding Ward, two member Oscott Ward, a Perry Common Ward, Pype Hayes Ward and a
Stockland Green Ward. With the Erdington Ward borders running from Court Lane in the West,
Sutton in the North, Pype Hayes and Holly Lane in the East and Kingsbury Road/Wood End Road
in the South"
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

David BAYLISS

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am outraged that, without any prior consultation, Birmingham City Council proposes to change
the Ward Boundary for Southam Road placing it in the Tyseley Ward. At the last election I
voted
, both locally and nationally for the first time ever. If this is what I can expect
from a

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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22/12/2015

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Rob Bayliss

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

1: Perry Common Ward

2: Erdington Ward
3: Stockland Green Ward

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Perry Common Ward

Annotation 2:

Erdington Ward

Annotation 3:

Stockland Green Ward

Comment text:
Having grown up locally I know the Erdington, Perry Common and Stockland Green area well. I was surprised to hear from my family that the Council was under
going radical boundary changes, but I was even more surprised to see that the proposals which are meant to encourage local communities to be better
represented, while creating a Perry Common Ward, split a number of communities including the Perry Common, Stockland Green and Erdington areas. Finally they
also add large areas of Gravelly Hill and Erdington to a Stockland Green Ward despite the Parish of Stockland Green being the perfect size for a ward. Therefore
I request that the commission instead puts forward an amended proposal for our area based on the map above.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7360

23/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 15:03
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Proposed boundary changes for Moseley, Birmingham

From: Richard Beard
Sent: 05 February 2016 23:15
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Proposed boundary changes for Moseley, Birmingham

Dear Sir/Madam
Whilst acknowledging the need to reduce Council expenditure, I would like to record my strong objection to
the proposed boundary changes affecting Moseley. My reasons are as follows:-

Moseley is a well- established area embracing the village shops, pubs and parish church. In addition there
are nearby, Moseley Hall and Park, the railway station (shortly to be re-opened) Moseley Golf Club,
Moseley Conservation Area, St Agnes (Moseley) Conservation Area, Moseley Baths, Moseley School and
Moseley Bog and recreation ground.

If the proposed boundary changes are implemented, the people living and working in all these areas will
have to face off to 5 separate wards each with a separate councillor(s). This would be inefficient and make
it extremely difficult to maintain the well-established community spirit that Moseley has worked hard to
develop over past decades.

The loss of that spirit would I suggest, demotivate the many people who put in countless hours of their time
(voluntarily) to maintain Moseley’s identity, facilities and appearance. That in turn, would be a loss to the
City of Birmingham as a whole.
May I ask therefore that the new boundary proposals are re-thought with the above facts in mind.
Yours faithfully,
Richard Beard
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

R. A. Beauchamp

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

3: My Home
4:
1: Oscott
2: Kingstanding
Hawthorn Road
Shopping
Centre,
5:6:
Kingstanding
Royal
Mail Sorting
split in half
by the commission
Office
proposals

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Oscott

Annotation 2:

Kingstanding

Annotation 3:

My Home

Annotation 4:
Annotation 5:

Kingstanding Royal Mail Sorting Office

Annotation 6:

Hawthorn Road Shopping Centre, split in half by the commission proposals

Comment text:
Having viewed the proposals for the boundary changes in regards to the area I live in Oscott, there seems to be absolutely no logic in cutting out the bandywood
area of Oscott and placing it in Kingstanding Ward. This makes for a very peculiar boundary with no regards for the local community or parish boundary on
Kingstanding Road. The natural boundary for the area is the roman road of Kingstanding Road. To cross this boundary in the northern section as suggested
makes no sense and would remove the meeting venue at our police station that all the Oscott community use for our public meetings. This proposal would also
retain the 610 Centre in Oscott which is our other community venue. To make the numbers even and to tie in with local communities I propose that the area
round Hawthorn Road and the Kingstanding Royal Mail sorting office are returned to Kingstanding Ward after they were bizarrely removed at a previous boundary
change. This would also align the postcodes with the community wards together. These proposals provide a better equality of electors than the draft commission
plan and require only a swap between the two wards, therefore affecting no other proposals and is easy to implement. Please put our community first and amend
your plans for the Oscott/Kingstanding to better reflect local residents wishes. Please put my home back into Oscott Ward, where I have lived since I built it - in
Oscott!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Sarah Beck

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Moseley Village on
I have lived in Moseley since 1997 when I
was a PhD student renting shared houses. I bougt a flat on
when I got a lectureship
and now as a senior academic, Reader, I bought my own house 6 years go. I am very much in
favour of balancing the load across councillors and the aim of making wards have similar
numbers of people. However, this is not simply a numbers game. Cutting up Birmingham in to
equal shares with no regard for the communities that exist shows little regard for the residents.
That Moseley crossroads itself and my own home (less that a minute's walk from the
crossroads) will no longer be in the ward called Moseley is ludicrous. Separating the village
green, the shops, pubs and other businesses, the much loved park, and many 'Moseley' schools
from the residents of 'Moseley' is divisive. The proposed boundaries are either thoughtless or
purposefully damaging to our community. i urge you to look at the boundaries proposed by the
Moseley forum as a far preferable solution.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7456
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:28
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Rejection of Review Proposal for Boundaries in Birmingham

From: Paul Bedi
Sent: 07 February 2016 22:11
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Rejection of Review Proposal for Boundaries in Birmingham

Hi,
I am a resident of moseley and live on
Having reviewed the proposed changes to the
changes in boundaries I would like to propose that they are rejected.
I am in full support of the proposal by the Moseley Community proposal.
I am proud to live in Moseley and it has become famous for many different regions. In a national newspaper
it has been recently voted the best place to live in the UK.
Also, how can you have Moseley Big under the region of Sparkhill.

Regards,
Paul Bedi
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 February 2016 14:26
Pascoe, Mark
FW: B13 - Review Proposal

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Raj Bedi [
Sent: 07 February 2016 22:20
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: B13 ‐ Review Proposal
Hi.
As a resident of Moseley, Birmingham, I'm deeply concerned about the proposed boundary changes. The
nonsensical proposals are essentially tearing communities apart.
I wholeheartedly reject the review proposal.
If the boundary changes are required; it should be done with the community groups assistance, in order to retain
the local heritage and critically community spirit.
I thereby support the alternative proposals put forward by the Moseley community.
Concerned citizen
Rajveen Bedi
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Charmian Beer

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I write to object to the proposals for changing ward boundaries in Birmingham. I am not
persuaded that the changes proposed will improve local government in Birmingham. It is not so
much a reduction of total numbers of councillors that we need as different ways of working on
the Council. I write in particular to object to the proposals made to reform the boundaries
around Moseley. I am a resident of central Moseley, some 50 yards away from the centre of
this suburb, yet I will find myself in a ward called Balsall Heath and Cannon Hill. While I can
see the advantage of evening up numbers between wards, it makes absolutely no sense to split
this suburb with a very clear identity of its own between different wards. I do not think that
the Commission has given adequate consideration to the factors of having regard to identity
and to the effective delivery of local services. Many people, including our Councillors of all
parties, have worked hard to ensure that this area with a defined centre and sense of identity
has aligned services and political organisation. This is imperilled by the proposed changes which
place the centre of the suburb on the edge of wards so that it will be difficult for our local
representative organisations to deal with local government agencies. I very much hope that the
Commission will see its way to re-thinking these proposals generally, and the ones affecting
Moseley in particular. I believe that proposals have been submitted by the Moseley Forum that
propose a ward that is basically focussed on the post code B13 and this will make more sense
if it is insisted that the general proposals for Birmingham should go ahead. Thank you in
anticipation of your taking my views into account.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

karl beese

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Birmingham Public Health

Comment text:
Why don't you just keep the existing boundaries and reduce the number of councillors from 120
to 80 - 2 per ward instead of spending millions on this nonsense idea

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Imran Begg

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
To whom it may concern, I am writing to you as a passionate Edgbaston resident. I would like
to outline why I believe you should reconsider taking my road out of Edgbaston. I would like to
list them below: Firstly, I don't think you have followed the correct protocol for this consultation
as there was not enough communication around this. • I have always lived in Edgbaston and
would not like to have the name removed, due to pure prestige • Due to circumstances, my
whole moved from
and to remain in Edgbaston,
gave my
whole family the opportunity to stay within the Edgbaston postcode • My whole social circle
regularly meet and have met due to the love of the area • The house prices will undoubtedly
be impacted with this proposed move and for my family to put all our working lives into paying
a mortgage with the mind that we would hold value in our investment is gut wrenching • The
proposed move would also have an impact on the insurance premiums we pay, which is truly
unfair and again impacts certain life choices one makes for say the purchase and maintenance
of a vehicle • The Edgbaston area attracts professionals, which not only helps with attracting
further professionals, but also helps maintain an image for Edgbaston. I strongly urge you to
reconsider your proposal From a concerned resident of Edgbaston

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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08/02/2016

Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
15 January 2016 16:46
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Saving Yardley

From: ajminara begum
Sent: 15 January 2016 14:20
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Saving Yardley
To the Boundary Commission
I am a local resident of the community at Yardley,
I was posted a leaflet regarding the need to
change the boundary; to scrap Yardley. I am and many of my other local residents of Yardley will share the
same view, that I strongly oppose the decision.
Yardley is and should be left with its historical name and not given a new name to fit the government's ideas of
'being badly run'. I really do believe for the government 'badly run' party needs to review its own ethos, not the
boundaries. The boundaries are not going to make any difference to a number of votes a party gets but how the
party addresses themselves.
Can you please make a valid reason for the change as the reason stated is inadequate and far right
inappropriate.
I do hope the decision to change the name is scrapped and Yardley is left being called Yardley for many years
to come. We as the community, want to preserve our own historical identity and refuse to be known as
Stechford East.
I will be waiting upon a reply, giving me the good news that Yardley will remain as Yardley to keep the heritage.
Your faithfully
A concerned local resident of Yardley
Ajminara Begum
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
29 January 2016 09:09
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Oppose ward boundary

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Anisah Begum [
Sent: 29 January 2016 08:21
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Oppose ward boundary

]

To whom it may concern,
I am sending this email in regards to the ward changes in Hall Green. I deeply oppose this change as I don't feel
Tyseley has anything in common with Hall Green. It will also have an affect on the value of our properties as the area
will be Tyseley. Please take my opposition in consideration.
Yours sincerely Anisah Begum
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Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

jila begum

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in hall green and am outraged at this scheme of introducing new boundaries, this is a
waste of tax payers money and there is absolutely no need for this. I'm sure many would
agree, I am willing to take this matter further should this even be considered to go ahead.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
26 January 2016 07:41
Pascoe, Mark
FW: objection to boundary changes

From: Jill Beirne
Sent: 25 January 2016 17:06
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: objection to boundary changes

To whom it may concern,
After reading articles about the proposed plans to split up the communities in the north Birmingham area,
I must say is an absoulutly ridiculous idea. Why start changing something which will effect many people
and may only benefit a few.
I made a choice about where I wanted to live and now it is in threat of being renamed for less logical
reasons I can think of. Maybe if we left things alone and stopped over complicating systems the world
would be a better place.
Leave our boarders alone !
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Aaron Bekl

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I moved to Sutton as it had its own council and I wanted it to maintain this so the local
residents had a voice about their community and their individual needs; we are not part of
Birmingham and we don't want to be. Birmingham Council have a terrible reputation for
managing budgets, unfair payment for female and.black and minority figures and their proposals
do not benefit the people of Sutton in any way. Boldmere is the stepping stone from
Birmingham to Sutton and when I have had people over they comment on how boldmere is the
place they want to live - they can see it has its own identify within Sutton. I too am.proud that
I have a vibrant cafe.culture high Street with excellent facilities and it is part of MY community.
I am.not elitist, but this is my community and I think the government's continued rhetoric
about big society should be listened to by Birmingham gham council and we should therefore
not be forced to be an annex of Birmingham when we do not see ourselves this way

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Page 1 of 1

Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Juliet Clare Bell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
These are ridiculous boundaries that make no logical sense. For example, the centre of Moseley
will no longer be represented by a Moseley councillor! They've not been worked out with the
community in mind as the cut off makes no sense. Please reconsider as soon as possible as this
is clearly absurd.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
25 January 2016 08:09
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Objection to the Proposed Birmingham Boundary Changes Sutton Coldfield

From: Peter Bell
Sent: 24 January 2016 12:26
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Objection to the Proposed Birmingham Boundary Changes Sutton Coldfield
Dear Sir or Madam
As a resident of Sutton Coldfield in
for over years I must object to the proposed boundary changes.
The Parliamentary Constituency of Sutton Coldfield has since it became part of the Birmingham City Council in 1974
has been represented by 12 councillors. To reduce our councillors down to 10 is unacceptable and should be at
least 11. Sutton Coldfield is a very desirable residential area within the Birmingham conurbation, with a high level of
good quality property for both residents and businesses. As far back as the 17th and 18th centuries historians
recorded that industrialists of Birmingham were seeing the Royal Town of Sutton Coldfield as a suitable location for
their country house away from the pollution of Birmingham and we still have many of these fine houses in the
town. The town has also good shopping facilities in both the Town centre and in all the wards. We also have a
number of schools & colleges held in very high esteemed by both the residents of Sutton Coldfield and the
surrounding parliamentary constituency which cover the requirements of all age groups.
I have to object to the actual proposed boundary changes you are proposing in particular splitting up the area of
Whitehouse common into three areas. We currently have a thriving local community, with its own schools, local
shops and a park that covers the local requirements for football, cricket, and hockey. To put Jerrard Drive and the
attached roads that form a cul‐de‐sac into a Maney Ward is a nonsense. Where Jerrard Drive meets the main road
“Rectory Road” there is a natural dividing line; that is the bridge that carries the freight rail line between Water
Orton and Walsall.
I fully support our Councillors’ proposals for Sutton Coldfield to be properly representation by 11 Councillors and the
actual communities to be fully recognised with a new Ward of Whitehouse Common created.
I remain
Yours truly
Peter Bell
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Julia Bennett

24 January 2016
Dear Sirs
Submission re Proposed Birmingham Boundary Changes
I am a resident of Edgbaston and object to the proposed boundary change that will remove my
house from the Edgbaston ward and place it in a newly composed ward of Summerfield.
This is my detailed submission that my area should stay part of its historic and important Edgbaston
community.
My submission contains response to the 3 criteria on which you invite comment. It also contains
other points that I believe to be relevant and the Boundary Commission (BC) should be willing to
consider in the interests of a fair and genuine consultation process.
I am the founder of North Edgbaston Residents Group (NERG), set up on 5 January to increase
awareness of the proposed change and to provide a discussion forum for sharing information. We
have 2 Facebook groups and a website to help people. We have printed a leaflet, distributed to 500
homes in our area. We have held 2 meetings at which over 90 residents attended. NERG’s
membership comprises a representative cross section of our community and includes police officers,
barristers, lawyers, doctors, accountants, business owners large and small, teachers, the retired, the
just starting out, the families, some recent immigrants and people of most faiths and cultures. That
is classic Edgbaston.
The speed at which this group was put together and the efforts made by its members is testament to
the community that is present and passionate about being Edgbaston.
The core leaders of NERG have undertaken considerable research, met with our MP and
communicated variously with local councillors to ensure that we can help our neighbours be fully
informed and best able to respond.
Publicity and Communication of the Process
I was not made aware of the consultation by any formal means. There was no communication by
post, leaflet drop or email (I am variously registered with the council with email). We have been
unable to establish how the BC communicated the review to residents of Birmingham. Deirdre
Aldren, my ward councillor wrote in an email to NERG that the BC was supposed to lead on publicity
and gave Birmingham City Council assurances of this.

Birmingham City Council did not make any communication that I am aware of. We understand that
there was some local press however I do not take a local newspaper.
Only after being pressed by NERG did Deirdre Aldren provide the response that it was not the
Council’s responsibility to do the communication and whilst she has referred to producing a leaflet
for all the ward residents on 13 January, it has not yet appeared. I have checked this with other local
residents.
At NERG’s public meeting on 12 January a show of hands from the 70 or so attendees confirmed that
they only knew of it due to communication efforts of NERG and from the series of emails that passed
between friends from an initial note by Eamon Mooney on 28 December and reached me on 4
January through the 2 degrees of separation that is much of Edgbaston.
It is my personal contention and that of NERG that this failure to communicate properly with the
residents is an unacceptable failure of the consultation process.
Consultation Criteria
The Draft Recommendations set out the 3 key consultation points. I respond to those subsequently
in this submission. However I questioned the validity of the content of paragraph 12,
specifically: "There is no evidence that the recommendations will have an adverse effect on local
taxes, house prices, or car and house insurance premiums and we are not, therefore, able to take into
account any representations which are based on these issues"
A NERG member Heledd Najib, a barrister, wrote to the BC on this matter. Her email and the
response from review officer, Mark Pascoe is attached as Appendix one. The response confirms
that, as we suspected, no evidence was sought.
As a local resident with a job and a family to manage, I do not have the time or the skill to seek
evidence. It would be unreasonable for the BC to expect us to do what it has failed to do.
In law when there is not specific evidence to hand or obtainable, expert opinion is sought and given
credence. Consequently, we have statements from the owners of the two foremost longstanding
Residential Property Agents, Robert Powell & Co and Hadleigh. Their responses are attached at
Appendix 2 and 3. You will note that they are entirely agreed that there will be an adverse impact
for our area of Edgbaston if it comes out of the Edgbaston ward. They are specific on the ward
point.
It is my contention that this statement at paragraph 12 is highly misleading as it implies that
evidence has been sought when in fact it hasn’t. It is unfairly drafted and an unfounded statement
and as such it is unreasonable for evidence or expert opinion on this area to be ignored or
discounted.
Whilst many residents have no intention of moving any time soon, house moves are not always
predictable and many residents will have mortgages that may need renewing and valuations are
relevant. The proposed boundary change will, according to expert opinion, have a detrimental
impact to our home saleability and it is unfair that so many should lose out financially in this way
due to an arbitrary split in our community when there are other ways to achieve the aims without

this consequence. The BC must consider that this is a risk and it is fundamentally unfair to discount
this matter.
Criteria 1 – Do the proposed electoral wards reflect local communities? Dealing with the
legislative requirement to reflect community identity.
The proposed ward of Summerfield is a combination of parts of Birmingham that are economically
and socially diverse without current connection. The part of Edgbaston that falls north of the Hagley
Road has nothing in common with Winson Green, Ladywood etc. There would be no community
identity.
There would be no hub to the ward and it would not have any recognition for its residents as a
community or be understood as an area of Birmingham.
Edgbaston is a community in itself. The Hagley Road is now a substantial major artery for the city
but it is traversed many times a day by North Edgbaston residents as we travel to the university,
hospitals, shops, sports clubs, doctors, dentists and schools of Edgbaston that we work at, visit or
take our children to. My children were born at the QE, went to Hallfield prep school and now attend
the King Edwards schools, all within Edgbaston. They have lived in Edgbaston all their lives and refer
to living in Edgbaston not Birmingham. As do I. It’s a brand, it’s a location, and it’s a community that
is recognisable outside of Birmingham or even the UK.
I am proud to live in Edgbaston in a classic Edgbaston house, proud of my neighbourhood and my
neighbours who have worked hard to look after and improve their local community, driving out
some anti-social issues that were a problem locally some years ago. The Edgbaston brand has been
key to the improvement locally that has created a pleasant, safe part of the wider ward and it is
questionable whether this could continue to be the case if removed from the ward. Sadly other
parts of the proposed Summerfield ward are very different with differing value systems.
Summerfield as a proposed ward fails to deal with the legislative requirement to reflect community
identity.
Criteria 2 – How do you think the proposals can be improved whilst maintaining electoral
equality? Dealing with the legislative requirement to improve electoral equality by equalising the
number of electors each councillor represents and also for the provision of effective and
convenient local government.
The need to reduce the ward size of Edgbaston is understood by NERG. However, the proposed
ward is being added to at its western boundary with parts of more modern Harborne that are part of
the Harborne community. It seems that this is at the expense of our area which is part of original
Edgbaston.
Withdrawing the Harborne addition is my recommendation.
Maintaining or improving electoral equality is more than just a numbers game. It is giving an
electorate the opportunity to self-determine by recognising communities. If a ward is just
geography, self-determination and equality is unlikely. A polarised ward such as the proposed
Summerfield would be highly difficult to represent. The disparity in the electorate socially and

economically would create that difficulty. That would be unfair on the electorate. The Edgbaston
ward is currently able to elect fair representation for its community which shares value systems and
needs.
The proposed ward should not include North Edgbaston as it would not improve electoral equality in
the area and may adversely impact equality. Edgbaston ward size can be managed by removing the
proposed Harborne inclusion and would therefore continue to provide fair representation for the
electorate whilst achieving effective and convenient local government.

Criteria 3 – Are the names of the proposed wards right?
Summerfield might work the ward if it did not include north Edgbaston. Summerfield is not
acceptable as a name to me as a resident of Edgbaston, specifically North Edgbaston. It has no sense
of area. It conveys nothing about location.
I have given consideration to being part of a small ward called North Edgbaston as an alternative to
being part of Summerfield however, the removal of North Edgbaston from Edgbaston seems
unnecessary given that it should be possible to keep Edgbaston intact by not adding odd bits of
other well defined communities, specifically Harborne.
The BC appears to have produced various ward names that are unnecessary proposed changes to
well understood locations and communities of Birmingham. Redrawing of the wards should focus on
identifying communities and not splitting them up.

I respectfully ask the BC consultation gives full and genuine consideration to my submission in
relation to maintaining North Edgbaston within the Edgbaston ward for all the grounds set out but
most particularly on the grounds of preserving a historic, well defined and well understood
community.

Yours sincerely

Julia Bennett

J Bennett submission appendix 1 re Para 12
From: "Pascoe, Mark" <mark.pascoe@lgbce.org.uk>
Date: 19 January 2016 14:20:08 GMT
To: "
Cc: "Fuller, Heather" <heather.fuller@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Review Officer - Birmingham
Dear Mrs Najib,
Thank you for your email and the questions contained therein.
The LGBCE has not conducted any research into any of the questions outlined in your email,
nor has there been any evidence produced by anyone to suggest that such matters have
been affected by ward boundary changes.
In regard to your first question:


(a) Local taxes (which I have taken to mean council tax), are dependent on property

values at the time the current bands were set, or if the properties are or are not in a parish
that sets a precept


(b), (c) and (d) are dependent on postcodes, which are unaffected by changes to admin

or electoral boundaries. Postcodes are administered by the Royal Mail and are something
that this organisation has no control over.
The Commission would welcome, and will take into account, any evidence that you may
care to provide that addresses such matters.
Kind regards,
Mark
Mark Pascoe
Review Officer
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower
London, SW1P 4QP

J Bennett submission appendix 1 re Para 12
www.lgbce.org.uk
Tel: 0330 500 1278
From: Heledd
Sent: 15 January 2016 00:10
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Review Officer - Birmingham

For the attention of the Review Officer (Birmingham)
Dear Sir / Madam,

Re: Draft Recommendations for Birmingham City Council,
I write with reference to the current electoral review relating to Birmingham City
Council. I am a resident of one of the wards affected by the Draft Recommendations
and am in the process of preparing a submission in response to the same.
I have read the Draft Recommendations. In relation to paragraph 12 of the same and
specifically:
"There is no evidence that the recommendations will have an adverse effect on local
taxes, house prices, or car and house insurance premiums and we are not, therefore,
able to take into account any representations which are based on these issues"
Please confirm
(1) What, if any, steps have been taken to date by the Local Government Boundary
Commission for England to obtain any evidence setting out what effect the proposed
changes would have on
(a) local taxes;
(b) house prices;
(c) car insurance premiums; and
(d) house insurance premiums.
(2) If any such evidence has been obtained, please provide copies of the same.
(3) If no such evidence has been obtained, please set out the reason or reasons why
such evidence was not obtained.
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(4) If no such evidence has been obtained, please set out the reason or reasons why
the Local Government Boundary Commission for England
(a) considered that it was appropriate to proceed to a public consultation in the
absence of such evidence; and
(b) considered that it was fair to exclude representations on these matters by
members of the public.
I look forward to receiving a prompt response to this enquiry prior to the deadline
for responses by members of the public (8th February 2016). Please note that the
response received will be shared with other members of the North Edgbaston
Residents' Group.
Thank you for your kind attention.
Yours faithfully,

Heledd Najib (Mrs)

J Bennett submission appendix 2 Robert Powell

From: James Powell
Sent: 09 January 2016 11:23
To: Julia Bennett
Subject: RE: North Edgbaston

Hi Julia
Following our conversation yesterday I was concerned to learn that the part of Edgbaston that lies to
the north of Hagley Road is potentially going to be renamed as part of proposed boundary changes.
Edgbaston is widely regarded as one of the city’s most desirable places to live and house prices here
are considerably higher than in neighbouring areas such as Bearwood, Ladywood and Selly Oak. I
understand that the Boundary Commission’s draft recommendations state that there is “no evidence
that the recommendations will have an adverse effect on house prices”. I appreciate that hard
evidence may be impossible to come-by which would prove or disprove an impact on values but to
me it seems inappropriate for the Commission to dismiss this hugely important element of the
decision making process based simply on a lack of evidence. In the absence of such evidence, in my
view, the Commission should consider expert opinions as an alternative. As a Chartered Surveyor
and estate agent operating mainly within Edgbaston, my professional opinion is that there will be a
substantial and detrimental impact on the value of a significant number of properties if they are
taken out of the Edgbaston boundary. This opinion is not based on evidence; it is based on a detailed
knowledge and understanding of the local market.
I hope that the above is sufficient for now – let me know if you need anything else from me.
Kind regards
James A.C. Powell MRICS
Director

6 February 2016
Dear Sirs
Submission re Proposed Birmingham Boundary Changes
I object to the proposed boundary change that will remove my house from the Edgbaston ward and
place it in a newly composed ward of Summerfield.
I was only alerted to this via neighbours who communicated this news around Christmas and
subsequently set up a facebook group for supporters of keeping North Edgbaston as part of the
Edgbaston ward.
I was born in Birmingham and am very proud to now live in Edgbaston and bring up my family here.
Publicity and Communication of the Process
We only received notification via a Conservative ward councillor briefing leaflet in late January after
our neighbourhood group had variously contacted our councillors and put them under pressure to
advise their electorate.
I am disappointed that no councillor had otherwise directly communicated with us at home and
neither has the boundary commission nor the council as a whole. The lack of communication about
the consultation questions the validity or genuine intent of the consultation process.
Consultation Criteria
The Draft Recommendations set out the 3 key consultation points. I respond to those subsequently
in this submission. I do not think that it is fair on those of us who may be affected by the proposed
ward change to exclude any consideration of impact upon our home value and the associated costs
of house or car insurance. Whilst I understand car insurance runs on post code as does house
insurance, Birmingham suburbs have clearly demarcated lines of reputation and value. Edgbaston is
a premium suburb and referring to the neighbourhood as Edgbaston conveys more house value than
Ladywood, Winson Green or indeed the proposed made up name of Summerfield.
I understand from my neighbours and our action group that the Boundary Commission does not
have any evidence of impact to house prices either way. This was confirmed by one of its review
officers to my neighbour, Heledd Williams Iqbal. The statement in your draft recommendations in
paragraph 12, that: "There is no evidence that the recommendations will have an adverse effect on
local taxes, house prices, or car and house insurance premiums and we are not, therefore, able to
take into account any representations which are based on these issues" is therefore highly

misleading as it implies evidence has been sought and shows that there is no impact, when in fact it
hasn’t even been sought. How many people have been misled by this paragraph 12 statement and
not made perfectly legitimate responses on this point is impossible to tell.
This approach is irresponsible by the Boundary Commission and can only be considered to be
intentionally misleading. It cannot be a drafting error.
You have been provided with the expert opinion of the leading residential surveyors of the area,
Robert Powell & Co and Hadleigh which clearly set out that changing the ward area for North
Edgbaston to Summerfield would have a negative impact in that houses would be more difficult to
sell and therefore values would be likely to fall. In the absence of empirical evidence which would
be impossible to obtain for this situation, this expert opinion should be considered. A bureaucratic
rationalisation of Birmingham which brings no benefit to local residents should not work to their
detriment.
I therefore strongly object to the exclusion of any consideration of this issue. That is fundamentally
unfair and would be subject to a Judicial Review if the Boundary Commission refuses to take proper
consideration of this issue.
An Alternative Ward Shape
Instead of excluding a long standing part of Edgbaston from the Edgbaston ward, this disruption of a
historic neighbourhood and wider community could be avoided altogether by not including parts of
Harborne into the ward of Edgbaston under the proposed changes. Harborne is as much an obvious
known suburb as Edgbaston and would, in all likelihood prefer to stay part of Harborne.
Criteria 1 – Do the proposed electoral wards reflect local communities? Dealing with the
legislative requirement to reflect community identity.
Summerfield would comprise the relative affluent North Edgbaston which comprises the
conservation area of St Augustine’s Church and many substantial family homes built from the late
1800s and mix it with economically and socially diverse parts of Winson Green and Ladywood where
there would be nothing in common at all.
The ward of Summerfield would not therefore reflect community identity. It will never comprise a
community and it will be unrecognisable as a community in Birmingham, it would only be a random
collection of bits that fell out of somewhere else. This is unfair to us in North Edgbaston as part of
our Edgbaston community.
The Hagley Road is not a dividing line for Edgbaston as the proposed ward outline suggests it is. It is
now a substantial major artery for the city but I, my family and neighbours cross it frequently as we
travel to the university, hospitals, shops, sports clubs, doctors, dentists and schools of Edgbaston
that we work at, visit or take our children to. My children were born at the QE, went to Hallfield
prep school and now attend the King Edwards schools, all within Edgbaston. They have lived in
Edgbaston all their lives and refer to living in Edgbaston not Birmingham.
Summerfield as a proposed ward fails to deal with the legislative requirement to reflect community
identity.

Criteria 2 – How do you think the proposals can be improved whilst maintaining electoral
equality? Dealing with the legislative requirement to improve electoral equality by equalising the
number of electors each councillor represents and also for the provision of effective and
convenient local government.
If there are good reasons to reduce ward size that is not for me to dispute but the proposed
reduction cuts us out and puts part of Harborne in. Leaving Harborne out and keeping Edgbaston in
Edgbaston seems far more sensible.
Maintaining electoral equality is more than just a numbers game – an area, be it a ward or
constituency should have matters in common that enable it to have a reasonable prospect of
obtaining suitable representation. It is not simply a matter of ensuring that the numbers per ward
are balanced. The community nature of each ward should be looked at.
Summerfield would not have a community of much common interest. It would be severely polarised
and produce a result for its electorate that represents one extreme or the other and is therefore
unlikely to be remotely interested in the other end of the spectrum. This is not improving or even
maintaining electoral equality.
The Edgbaston ward is currently able to elect fair representation for its community which shares
value systems and needs.
The proposed ward should not include North Edgbaston as it would not improve electoral equality in
the area and may adversely impact equality.
Edgbaston ward size can be managed by removing the proposed Harborne inclusion and would
therefore continue to provide fair representation for the electorate whilst achieving effective and
convenient local government.

Criteria 3 – Are the names of the proposed wards right?
Summerfield might work the ward if it did not include north Edgbaston. I am aware that there is a
basic park called Summerfield but it isn’t a recognisable area. If the new ward excluding North
Edgbaston is excluded, then it might be a sensible name but would otherwise be very confusing.
The BC appears to have produced various ward names that are unnecessary proposed changes to
well understood locations and communities of Birmingham including Acocks Green and Moseley that
chop recognised parts of neighbourhoods into others.
I know from communication from our local Councillors, much of which has been defensive and only
responded to under pressure that they are keen to emphasise that the ward names do not matter. I
entirely disagree. Current wards reflect actual current communities and are relatively accurate
names for most part of the City of Birmingham. A ward name is likely, over time, to change how
parts of the city are referred to so I do not subscribe to any argument that a ward does not reflect
where we live.

There is then the matter of ensuring the ward represents its community fairly in elections, which is
after all, the purpose of having wards.
If the Council is continuing to have difficulty with postal votes rigging or other electoral fraud as has
been indicated by our MP, that is not a matter that can be resolved by boundary redrawing. That
needs direct action.
Please accept this submission as formal objection the proposed removal of North Edgbaston from
Edgbaston Ward for the grounds set out in this letter. The Boundary Commission will not serve its
objectives with this part of its proposal and will only serve to upset a 200 year old community that is
well defined.

Yours sincerely

Paul Bennett
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Dawn BENTON-HAWTHORN

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in Edgbaston on the south shore of Edgbaston Reservoir for the past 22 yrs. If the
changes were to go ahead I would live in Summerfield!! I think this,would be disastrous for an
area that already suffers from being far too close to Ladywood with its nationally known
problems. Leave
in Edgbaston.... do not alter Edgbaston boundaries however
ensure Edgbaston Reservoir is in Edgbaston. This is an unrecognised and undervalued area of
natural beauty which would become even of less value if part of another ward. I think
Ladywood should disappear and become Summerfield as this is a nationally disadvantaged area
giving it a new, fresh start and new hope for the residents.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7405
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Jilly Bermingham

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Having lived in Erdington all my life I have seen many boundary changes. Looking at these
proposals I can see that natural boundary lines and communities/neighborhoods have been
recognised and will not disadvantage any area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7378
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Susan Berovic

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
As a resident of Selly Park I feel it would be advisable to have a separate councillor for this
area rather than lumping Selly Park in with Bournbrook. Selly Park is a residential area whereas
Bournbrook is very much a student dormitory of the University. The interests of permanent
residents and ratepayers are inevitably not those of temporary student residents. Bournbrook
has problems of overcrowding, noise, litter, parking but Selly Park has only the problem of
parking in common with Bournbrook. It would therefore seem preferable if we have a councillor
to represent the interests of permanent residents in this particular area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/6521
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Maureen Berry

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sir/Madam, I was very concerned to see the details regarding the boundary changes to
Moseley ward.
This boundary line
does not take " account of the geographic characteristics of a local authority area and any
potential barriers to movement." (1.9 The Local Government Boundary Commission for England
Electoral Reviews Technical Guidance April 2014) As the majority of my shopping, cultural and
leisure activities take place in Moseley village, I will thus be disenfranchised from the centre of
Moseley, being unable to access a councillor who will assist me regarding any future concerns I
have about my village. I understand that one of the three main considerations in conducting an
electoral review are to "Reflect community identity." These boundary changes have the bizarre
result that much of the commercial and cultural centre of Moseley is now in Cannon Hill and
Balsall Heath ward. If there is a ward called Moseley, it is unthinkable that it should not contain
the centre of Moseley. it ignores the historical village of Moseley. A Moseley ward boundary that
does not encompass the two Moseley conservation areas is tearing apart an area with over 150
years of historical cohesion and resonance and disenfranchising me from my hugely popular
local centre that has a thriving cafe culture, exciting music venues, Moseley Park and Pool, our
wonderful Farmers' Market , Moseley Post Office, Moseley Exchange co-working space. Moseley
is not just a collection of buildings, streets and parks, it is its residents. We have fought long
and hard to nurture and develop a real sense of a village community in Moseley through groups
such as Moseley Forum (inc Moseley in Lights),Moseley Interfaith Group, Moseley Festival,
Moseley Farmers Market,Moseley in Bloom,Moseley Park and Pool,Moseley Community
Development Trust and The Moseley Society. As residents, this engenders a strong sense of
shared pride and involvement in Moseley ward as the ward is at present.This sense of
community is rare in big cities and these boundary proposals carve the area up in a way that is
at best confused, and at worst will sabotage this vital sense of community and place. Thus the
new boundary changes will not "Reflect community identity". I want to have a councillor that
reflects my interests in my local area and those interests overwhelmingly reside in Moseley. As
it is, my councillor will be representing Kings Heath, not Moseley. Due to the cuts in the
number of local councillors in Birmingham, he will also have little time to liaise with the
councillors representing Moseley and Cannon Hill and Balsall Heath.This will not achieve another
one of your main considerations in changing the ward boundary in Moseley.It will not "Provide
for effective and convenient local government". I support the Moseley Community Groups
Moseley Ward proposal as submitted to you. I wish my Crescent to be included within Moseley
ward boundary, not on the far fringes of Kings Heath ward. Please don't carve up the place that
I love! Yours sincerely, Maureen Berry

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7262
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Naomi Berry

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Cutting up Moseley, voted the best place to live in the UK, to put part of it in the vague Balsall
Heath and Cannon Hill seems counterintuitive. Moseley has a rich history, community and spirit
and I can see no benefit to disregarding its heritage by dividing it into a really rubbish
alternative. My Granny, who is in her 90's lived in Moseley and is so pleased I live there too,
she's able to talk of her experiences and memories, how awful to tear it up. I would be
devastated if you pointlessly let Balsall Heath swallow it up.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7551
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Michael and Janet Berry

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We are appalled at the proposed boundary changes to the local council wards in the Moseley
area. They ignore completely the “community identity” of Moseley which has developed over
many years. This has led to the creation of numerous local organisations reflecting the interests
of the whole of Moseley. Instead of providing for “effective and convenient local government”
the proposed changes will make it much worse as issues affecting the whole of Moseley will be
split amongst five different wards.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7584
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Christine Best

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
This proposed change is absolutely insane, totally unacceptable and unnecessary. I live in
Moseley (and have done for the last 16 years) not in Stirchley or Cannon Hill or any other
place. I value immensely the community I have. I most certainly will not vote for any Councillor
who breaks Moseley up into arbitrary areas just for political convenience. Moseley is about
people and a wonderful existing community not about politics.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7509
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John Best

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Although. I don't object to the name Rednal & Rubery, what happened too Longbridge as in
Longbridge Town. Multi millions of pounds has been invested into developing not only a massive
commercial and residential site but a new identity for Longbridge. If the Boundty Commission
had given St Modwen the heads up they may have named the development after its new
district name. Longbridge is dead Long live Longbridge

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7317
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Jane Betts

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have lived in various parts of Edgbaston all my life, been a member of North Edgbaston
Residents Association and feel a great sense of belonging to its Community. This is a very
historical part of Birmingham with a longstanding relationship within Edgbaston. If the
boundaries do indeed need to be changed, may I suggest that the new Ward just be called
North Edgbaston, which is what the majority of this proposed area is called already. This would
reduce the impact on local businesses and residents otherwise having to change their
letterheads, business cards amongst other details. Sumerfield is a very different area altogether
and, as far as I can see, the name bears no relevance to this part of Birmingham other than
the name of the park, which is on the very fringes of the proposed Ward. Even Edgbaston
Reservoir is more in the heart of this area and would its name have to be changed as well?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/7054
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Pascoe, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fuller, Heather
08 January 2016 08:50
Pascoe, Mark
FW: Sutton Coldfield councillors

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Liz Betts
Sent: 07 January 2016 18:08
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Sutton Coldfield councillors
Dear Sirs,
Please ensure that Sutton Coldfield has more councillors, it would be unfair to dilute the voting rights of such a large
important borough.
Yours
Liz Betts
Sent from my iPad
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Elaine Bevan

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am writing in response to the consultation on the proposed boundary changes in Birmingham.
No one would argue with the aims of the review to produce: - · Electoral equality · Community
Identity · Effective and convenient local government However I believe the draft
recommendation is flawed for several reasons. 1. Electoral Equality The proposal that each
councilor should represent an equal number of electors is right. (With maximum 10% variance)
However the draft report proposes that for Birmingham: - Year 2015 2021 Councilors /
electorate 7215 8053 The projection to 2021 introduces some uncertainty the basis for the
projection needs to be defined, Electoral equality needs to be implemented both within
Birmingham and across the West Midlands and across the country. Unfortunately the only
figures available for the West Midlands are from May 2013 with recommendations for 2016 and
are as follows> Authority Solihull Coventry Sandwell Walsall Wolverhampton Number of
councilors 57 54 72 60 60 Councilor/ electorate 3057 4248 3012 3110 3050 The recent report
for Sheffield that was recently published is projecting for 2020 1 councilor/ 4950 electors.
Based on these figures it does seem that Birmingham is under represented, 2, Community
Identity Looking at the proposed boundary for Hall Green it does appear that this has been
done without any consideration to the local community. Community identity is key in preserving
social cohesion. Within the proposed Tyseley ward, you have combined an industrial area with a
residential area. This does not little to create a community identity. Within Hall Green we have
promoted a multi ethnic community who care about the future of the area, which was
demonstrated by the public meeting that was held on Friday 29th January 2016 to which 350
attended a cold wintry night. . We have had a Hall Green Residents Association that has been
going since 1925. All the local Churches within Hall Green have been working together since
1951 and have had many joint projects; the most recent one is the Child Contact Center being
held at the Church of the Ascension. A past project, which I was involved with, was the
Northern Ireland project, which helped to build bridges between the Catholic and Protestant
Communities in Northern Ireland. We have had many local festivals on the Grounds adjacent to
Sarehole Mill, and have recently held a Successful Arts Festival across Hall Green, a Summer
Fayre, and Carol Singing on Cambrai Gardens by the South Birmingham College. Within Hall
Green all the medical practices have been amalgamated within the Hall Green Health Center,
there is therefore some concern regarding the breaking up of the existing Hall Green ward and
the provision of Health Services. The proposed changes will make the following localities no
longer part of Hall Green: - Hall Green Railway Station Hall Green Community Church Hall
Green Health Center Hall Green Parade Hall Green Secondary School Sarehole Mill (Historic) 3.
Effective and Local Government The proposed recommendation is for single and two member
wards rather than the 3 councilors/. Ward. The current situation provides continuity and
stability, since every ward only has a gradual change of councilors. A single –member ward
system would not produce such stability. The current situation also provides for overlap should
a councilor be unavailable. A single member ward can only provide effective and local
government if the ward has a community identity, which I do not believe the new ward of
Tyseley, will offer, In conclusion I would like to see the present status quo kept. If this were
not possible I would support the proposal of the Birmingham Labour Councilors who in
consultation have proposed an alternative (Proposal 3) whereby the present Hall Green ward is
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split into a 2 member and a single member ward, but retains the present boundaries of Hall
Green.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Cyril Bezant

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Self

Comment text:
1. Have you taken in to consideration for Bournville and Cotteridge the redevelopment of the
former Selly Oak Hospital site? I understand that 650 new homes will be constructed there.
Work has commenced. 2. Re Weoley ward. Are you aware that the new Extra Care Village
"Bournville Gardens" which opened in November 2015 comprises of 212 households? It is
located on the former Bournville College site on Bristol Road South.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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The Review Officer (Birmingham)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP

Sir or Madam,

Consultation on draft recommendations for Birmingham City Council

I would like to comment on the proposed two-Councillor ward of Bournbrook and Selly Park.

It is my strong view that an alternative proposal of a ward for Bournbrook and a separate
ward for Selly Park, each with one Councillor, would better serve the interests of both groups
of residents.

Bournbrook and Selly Park are very different areas and are distinguished from each other by
different demographics, housing stocks, community groups, conservation areas and
commuting habits. These can be summarised as follows:

Bournbrook






Population: Mainly transient students.
Housing: Mainly smaller terraced with many classed as Houses in Multiple
Occupation.
Community and Residents' Groups: Tiverton Area Residents Association only.
Conservation Areas: None.



Commuting Habits: Travel to City Centre using Bristol Road (aka Bournbrook High
Street; Bournbrook's main road) via car and bus routes 61, 63, 64, 144, X64.
Additionally, extensive network of bus stops and routes on local roads (routes 38 and
76).

Selly Park








Population: Mainly settled families and couples.
Housing: Mainly detached and larger terraced.
Community and Residents' Groups: Selly Park Residents Community Association,
Selly Park Property Owners' Association, Selly Park South Neighbourhood Forum,
Selly Wick Residents.
Conservation Areas: Selly Park Conservation Area, Selly Park Avenues
Conservation Area.
Commuting Habits: Travel to City Centre using Pershore Road (Selly Park's main
road) via car and bus routes 45, 47, 106. No bus routes or stops on local roads.

In terms of defining each ward, I suggest introducing an ‘internal’ boundary within the
proposed two-Councillor ward, thus creating two one-Councillor wards with no wider impact.

In summary, the proposal I am making will result in better, more localised representation for
the people of Bournbrook and Selly Park and will have no effect on the proposals for the rest
of Birmingham.

I do hope that you will give my proposals serious consideration and I look forward to hearing
from you.

Yours faithfully,

Mr Harbans Bhamra
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Personal Details:
Name:

Jaspreet Bharaj

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It is my opinion that the proposal for the northern area of Edgbaston should not be moved out
of the ward of Edgbaston. Historically the norther area of Edgbaston has always been apart of
the Edbaston ward. My commitments such as the use of cannon hill park, the historic links the
JRR Tolkien and my love of cricket mean that for me personally. I am apart of Edbaston.
Moving my home out of the ward that i consider my community is detrimental to me personally
and my community. Historically as mentioned we have always been apart of the Edgbaston
ward, my social, healthcare, professional and religious commitments are all within Edgbaston
and, it is the reason i moved into my home. We function well as a community, and i don't
believe that the areas of sparkbrook need to be moved into Edgbaston, as if Edgbaston were to
remain whole, not only would it keep the community intact, it will continue to work and flourish
and help the council to be more effective and efficient. And the numbers will therefore remain
similar and so the number of voters per councillor will be adequate. It is my strong belif that
the northern area of edgbaston should remain within the Edgbaston ward, as i do and will
always consider my home as a part of Edgbaston, and its community. i don't believe the
community needs to be broken with the new ward proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Personal Details:
Name:

Anju Bhopal

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I feel very strongly that the ward divisions should stay as they are. I feel any changes made
will disregard the community that already exists in North Edgbaston and its historical links. We
have children that go to school and nurseryin Edgbaston, I have worked in the area and feel I
identify strongly with the area and community. The house prices are another reason the wards
should stay as they are as we will see an inevitable drop in price range should north Edgbaston
become Summerfield.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Birmingham District
Personal Details:
Name:

Raj Bhopal

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

1: Line represents- Keep in Edgbaston
Ward

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Line represents- Keep in Edgbaston Ward

Comment text:
Good Morning, I do not agree with the proposed ward changes, please take my below concerns into consideration for taking away part of North Edgbaston into
Summerfield: - I have lived in Edgbaston for over 15 years, I came into this area for the educational links for my children's upbringing, all of my social and work
engagements are linked to Edgbaston. - I have invested a large amount to Edgbaston and not agree with someone taking this away and moving me to
Summerfield. - There is significant proof in housing prices, even though you have stated there is no evidence the prices of houses will decrease if moved from
Edgbaston to Summerfield, I very easy comparison can be searched against house on estate agent site. it is obvious house prices will be effected. I have
confirmation from 2x estate agents based in Edgbaston which can prove houses pricing will be effected. - And finally, I wish to remain in Edgbaston as I have a
strong relationship with the community residents.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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